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The CMS silicon tracker
The all-silicon tracker, located in the innermost part of CMS, is used to reconstruct particle trajectories and vertices. It is operated in a magnetic field of 3.8 T provided by a superconducting solenoid. The tracker is mechanically divided into several subdetectors.
rz projection beam line
The pixel detector comprises the interaction region and provides two-dimensional position measurements with a resolution of up to 9 µm. It is surrounded by the silicon strip modules providing one-dimensional measurements mainly in the transverse plane (r φ). Those at outer radii consist of two daisy-chained sensors. The resolution of the strip modules is typically between 23 and 60 µm. In total, the CMS tracker is equipped with 24244 silicon sensors Analysis of physics processes requires precise knowledge of the sensor positions of the order of < 10 µm. Therefore, at CMS sophisticated alignment algorithms are employed.
The summer 2011 tracker alignment strategy
Misalignment generally broadens track-hit residuals. boson decay 15M tracks of loosely selected isolated muons 3M low momentum tracks 3.6M cosmics tracks taken between LHC fills, during collisions, and before collision data taking during minimisation reading 13 times 46.5 GB of compressed data The CPU usage on an Intel R Xeon R L5520 with 2.27 GHz was 44.5 h corresponding to 9:50 h wall clock time using in total eight threads.
Module surface deformations
Motivation: → sensor surfaces are not flat (as assumed in track reconstruction), but bowed ⇒ "bows" → relative displacement between daisy-chained sensors within modules possible ⇒ "kinks" → Determination of "bows" and "kinks" in the alignment procedure. → Validated by determining average ∆w residuals defined as ∆w = (u pred − u hit ) / tan ψ . Results/Effects: → For the "Flat Modules" geometry a strong track angle and position dependence on the hit residuals is observed. ⇒ Eliminated after incorporation of kinks/bows in alignment. → Determination of bows removes visible structure in BPIX ⇒ Particularly important for forward tracks due to their large incident angle. → Improved track fit probability for cosmic ray tracks when kinks and bows are taken into account. ⇒ Fully exploit complementarity of cosmics and collision tracks in alignment.
Comparison of alignments
Tracker tilt angles
Utilisation of standalone approach to determine tilt angles, θ x and θ y , of the whole tracker with respect to the magnet field Scan θ x and θ y parameter space.
Exploiting three different track quality estimators:
1. average normalised track-χ 
